
Sandstone Polished Ganesha
Sitting Idol 1ft
This "Sandstone Polished Ganesha Sitting Idol 1ft
" is made with sandstone. This sculpture beautifully
hand carved with sandstone from Odisha. Dimension
 (approx.): height 12 inch (30 cm) , width 8 inch (20
cm) & length 4 inch (10 cm) . Weight: Approximately
15 kgs or 33 pounds

Lord Ganesh is known as remover of obstacles in
life and bring prosperity. That's why one of his
name is Vighna Vinashak. Ganesha also known as
giver of intelligence (buddhi pradayak).
Keeping Lord Ganesh statue in home one can get
his blessings inside home and life.
Sandstone Ganapati Statues are perfectly suits as
indoor statues as well as outdoor or garden
statues. You can place this statue in Puja room or
temple, near entrance area, garden area, near
swimming pool or fountain area, etc.
Statues are artistically hand carved. These brings
uniqueness to a place. And visitor, friends or
neighbors to your home will be greatly impressed.

Read More
SKU: 01055
Price: ₹13,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Hindu Statues

Product Description

Sandstone or Khondalite Stone idols are timeless statue. It can last many generations. Can
save you money in decoration of your home again and again. Many famous temples in
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Odisha (example, Lord Jagannath Temple, Konark Temple) are made using sandstone and
lasted for so many years.
As the time passes it will bring antiqueness in statue. Value of the statue will increase.
There is a saying even if a stone statue breaks after lets say 40-50 years, it only increases
the value of the statue. You may know many broken statues are being collected by
collectors/rich people in high price to decorate their home or office space.
Sand Stones are natural. So bringing sandstone Ganesha Idols for home brings you close to
the nature.
Get the blessings of Gajanan (Lord Ganesh) in your home or office environment and life.
CRAFTS ODISHA is best known for manufacturing best quality stone statues and sculpture.
We have already sold more than 5000+ small to large statues in India and abroad. Check
more about CRAFTS ODISHA
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